
B I N G O
Sam suggests 
that Dean not 
touch the First 
Blade until 
needed

Castiel   tries to 
get Gadreel to 
switch sides

Castiel  has ill 
effects from 
having another 
angels grace 

Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Crowley   
contacts Dean 

Ruby’s knife and 
or Angel killing 
sword is used

The Brothers 
have a heated 
discussion and or 
argument 

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance and 
or is consumed

A   grave is dug 
up

Castiel has   his 
own office

Kevin is 
referenced

Abaddon holds   
Crowley captive

IMPALA'S FREE  
PARKING SPACE

Crowley   and his 
son reunite

Crowley   gives 
the brothers the 
location of the 
First Blade

Dean and 
Abaddon battle 
each other

Gadreel   betrays 
Metatron or 
Castiel or both

Contact names 
'666' and or 'not 
moose' and or 
'moose'   are seen

Crowley   and 
Abaddon confront 
each other

Black or Red eyes 
and or smoke is 
seen

Metatron   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Castiel and   his 
followers have 
put together 
Angel 
Headquarters

A body is salted 
and burned

Castiel   gives 
hugs

A wall collage of 
the case is made 
and or viewed 



B I N G O
A body is salted 
and burned

Metatron   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

A wall collage of 
the case is made 
and or viewed 

Castiel and   his 
followers have 
put together 
Angel 
Headquarters

Castiel   gives 
hugs

Gadreel   betrays 
Metatron or 
Castiel or both

Contact names 
'666' and or 'not 
moose' and or 
'moose'   are 
seen

Dean and 
Abaddon battle 
each other

Black or Red eyes 
and or smoke is 
seen

Crowley   and 
Abaddon confront 
each other

Abaddon holds   
Crowley captive

Crowley   and his 
son reunite

IMPALA'S FREE  
PARKING SPACE

Crowley   gives 
the brothers the 
location of the 
First Blade

Castiel  has ill 
effects from 
having another 
angels   grace

Crowley   
contacts Dean 

Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Kevin is 
referenced

Sam   suggest 
that Dean not 
touch the First 
Blade until 
needed

Castiel   tries to 
get Gadreel to 
switch sides

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance and 
or is consumed

A   grave is dug 
up

Ruby’s knife and 
or Angel killing 
sword is used

The Brothers 
have a heated 
discussion and or 
argument 

Castiel has   his 
own office



B I N G O
Ruby’s knife and 
or Angel killing 
sword is used

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance and 
or is consumed

Castiel has   his 
own office

A   grave is dug 
up

The Brothers 
have a heated 
discussion and or 
argument 

Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Kevin is 
referenced

Crowley   contacts 
Dean 

Castiel   tries to 
get Gadreel to 
switch sides

Sam   suggest 
that Dean not 
touch the First 
Blade until 
needed

Crowley   and his 
son reunite

Crowley   gives 
the brothers the 
location of the 
First Blade

IMPALA'S FREE  
PARKING SPACE

Castiel  has ill 
effects from 
having another 
angels   grace

A wall collage of 
the case is made 
and or viewed 

Castiel   gives 
hugs

Castiel and   his 
followers have 
put together 
Angel 
Headquarters

Abaddon holds   
Crowley captive

A body is salted 
and burned

Metatron   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Dean and 
Abaddon battle 
each other

Black or Red eyes 
and or smoke is 
seen

Gadreel   betrays 
Metatron or 
Castiel or both

Contact names 
'666' and or 'not 
moose' and or 
'moose'   are 
seen

Crowley   and 
Abaddon confront 
each other



B I N G O
Gadreel   betrays 
Metatron or 
Castiel or both

Dean and 
Abaddon battle 
each other

Crowley   and 
Abaddon confront 
each other

Black or Red eyes 
and or smoke is 
seen

Contact names 
'666' and or 'not 
moose' and or 
'moose' are seen

Castiel and   his 
followers have 
put together 
Angel 
Headquarters

Abaddon holds   
Crowley captive

Castiel   gives 
hugs

Metatron   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

A body is salted 
and burned

Crowley   gives 
the brothers the 
location of the 
First Blade

Castiel  has ill 
effects from 
having another 
angels   grace

IMPALA'S FREE  
PARKING SPACE

A wall collage of 
the case is made 
and or viewed 

Castiel has   his 
own office

The Brothers 
have a heated 
discussion and or 
argument 

A   grave is dug 
up

Crowley   and his 
son reunite

Ruby’s knife and 
or Angel killing 
sword is used

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance and 
or is consumed

Crowley   
contacts Dean 

Castiel   tries to 
get Gadreel to 
switch sides

Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Kevin is 
referenced

Sam   suggest 
that Dean not 
touch the First 
Blade until 
needed



B I N G O
Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Crowley   
contacts Dean 

Sam   suggest 
that Dean not 
touch the First 
Blade until needed

Castiel   tries to 
get Gadreel to 
switch sides

Kevin is 
referenced

A   grave is dug 
up

Crowley   and his 
son reunite

The Brothers have 
a heated 
discussion and or 
argument 

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance and 
or is consumed

Ruby’s knife and 
or Angel killing 
sword is used

Castiel  has ill 
effects from 
having another 
angels   grace

A wall collage of 
the case is made 
and or viewed 

IMPALA'S FREE  
PARKING SPACE

Castiel has   his 
own office

Crowley   and 
Abaddon confront 
each other

Contact names 
'666' and or 'not 
moose' and or 
'moose' are seen

Black or Red eyes 
and or smoke is 
seen

Crowley   gives 
the brothers the 
location of the 
First Blade

Gadreel   betrays 
Metatron or 
Castiel or both

Dean and 
Abaddon battle 
each other

Castiel   gives 
hugs

Metatron   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Castiel and   his 
followers have put 
together Angel 
Headquarters

Abaddon holds   
Crowley captive

A body is salted 
and burned




